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Important First Steps 

Before you start using the kit, please complete the following steps: 

1. Install Arduino IDE 

a. You can get Arduino IDE software from  

https://www.arduino.cc/en/main/software 

b. Download and Install the IDE that is appropriate for your operating 

system. 

2. To get the source and code libraries needed for this kit, please visit 

http://www.texoham.com/support 

3. Download the source code that is appropriate for  

i. Product Name: Practical Robotics Using Arduino.  

ii. Product Type: Robotics Kit. 

4. Unzip the downloaded source code files into a suitable folder (Example: 

C:\Texoham\PRUA\Code).  

5. Download the Libraries that are appropriate for  

i. Product Name: Practical Robotics Using Arduino.  

ii. Product Type: Robotics Kit. 

6. Unzip the downloaded libraries to a suitable folder. Example: C:\Texo-

ham\PRUA\Library.  

7. Copy the all the contents from the extracted folder to <AR-

DUINO_IDE>\libraries. <ARDUINO_IDE> is the folder where Arduino 

is installed. Example: C:\Program Files (x86)\Arduino. 
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Steps to Upload a Program to Arduino 

Here are the steps to upload the program to Arduino. 

1. Open the relevant file using Arduino IDE. Double click on the file to open. 

All the files that you need for your kit are already provided to you. (See 

Important First Steps section). 

2. The program looks like this once it is opened in Arduino IDE. 

 

3. Connect Arduino to your computer. It should be visible in the connected 

ports list as shown below. In this case it is COM4. There should be a √ 

mark next to the connected Arduino as shown. The port number can vary 
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for each Arduino connection. 

 

 

 

4. Below picture identifies the buttons that can be used. 

 

1. Compile the program 2. Upload the program 3. Name of the file 

5. Click on the compile program button to compile the code. This step is op-

tional. 

6. Click on the upload button to upload the program 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

This chapter introduces you to this book, explains certain key concepts 

and provides you with the basic information that you need to get started. 

About the Manual 

This entire hands-on manual is spread over 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is this 

Introduction chapter. In chapters 2 to 5 you will learn how to conduct some 

very basic experiments in robotics. In chapter 6 you will learn how to com-

plete some robotics projects.  

 Arduino & Its Components 

Think of Arduino as a real tiny computer that has no keyboard, mouse, 

display or hard disk. It can be used to do things that are too small for a com-

puter to do. Also, computers are too big to fit into small objects such as toys 

and robots that can move around.  

 

a. External Power Connections 

You Arduino works only when it is connected to a power source. Power 

can be supplied to Arduino using a Type B USB cable connected to a com-

puter or a wall outlet. It can also be powered using an external power supply 

of 6 to 12 volts through power jack.  
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b. Digital Pins & PWMs 

You can connect LEDs and various other sensors, motors and displays to 

an Arduino board. They are typically connected to the Digital and PWM pins. 

The PWM pins can be identified by the “~” symbol that is placed next to the 

pin number. Thus pins 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11 are PWM pins. 

c. Analog Pins 

Analog pins are used for connecting analog devices.  

Note that all the digital pins, PWM and analog pins are also called as data 

pins as they exchange data between the connected item and the Arduino.  

d. TX, RX pins 

TX pins are transmission pins and RX pins are receiving pins.  

e. 3.3V, 5V and GND Pins 

Some of the devices connected to the Arduino need additional power. This 

power is drawn through connections to 3.3V and 5V pins. GND pins are for 

connecting ground pins. 

f. Transformer 

A typical Arduino cannot handle more than 5 volts of power supply. If the 

external power sources supply higher voltage, the transformer reduces the 

voltage supplied to the Arduino to just 5 volts.  

g. Computer Processor 

The most important part of the Arduino is its processor. It is an AT-

Mega328 processor. It is the brain of the Arduino that can follow and execute 

the program given to it. 

Arduino Computer Program 

a. An Arduino program is a computer file that has all the instructions to run 
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your robot. This is the file that executes the commands necessary to run 

your experiments.  

b. This file is usually written in Arduino programming language.  

c. For every experiment or project that you undertake there will be a sepa-

rate file.  

d. This file must be uploaded to Arduino using a computer.  

e. Without uploading the correct file, the corresponding experiment or the 

project will not work as expected. 

Uploading a program to an Arduino 

You can upload your program to an Arduino device using its USB input 

that is connected to a computer. To upload a program to Arduino, please read 

Steps to Upload a Program to Arduino section in this document. 

Connecting components to Arduino? 

It is not possible to connect all your components directly to your Arduino. 

To connect to an Arduino, you must first connect your components to a 

breadboard. From the breadboard the components are connected to the Ar-

duino using a series of wires forming a complete circuit. 

This process of creating circuits using components connected to a bread-

board and Arduino is called prototyping. 

Breadboard 

Here is a picture of a typical breadboard that comes with your kit. 
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Think of the breadboard as an experimental circuit board to which several 

components and wires can be connected. This is used to test all your connec-

tions to make sure that your experiment or project can be completed success-

fully. Notice that there are 5 parts in the Breadboard. Two power rails at the 

top and bottom, two sets of Terminal strips (5-hole rows A to E and F to J) 

and a centre divider.  

Tips on using breadboard 

a. A breadboard must always be held in such a way that the power rails are 

always at the top. 

b. The power rail has a red line below which you have a row for +ve pin con-

nections. +ve connections are used for connecting 5V power connections.  

c. Similarly, it has a blue line where you will find the -ve pin connections. -

ve pins are used for earthing/grounding (GND) purposes. 

d. Pins on the power rails are used from left to right or right to left i.e. pins 

are used in rows. For example, if we connect a jumper wire from 5V power 

supply pin on Arduino, that entire line can supply 5V. Any of the items on 

the terminal strips that need 5V supply should be connected to that line. 

e. The terminal strips are used for terminating connections from top to bot-

tom or bottom to top i.e. pins are used in columns. 

f. Each of the terminal strips function independently. 

Sensors, Displays and Motors 

Throughout this book you will use different types of sensors, motors, dis-

plays and other devices. When using these devices, you must be able to un-

derstand their purpose and how they are used. You must keep the following 

in mind: 

a. You must know the name of the device. The name of the device usually 

tells us the purpose of the device. For example, a distance sensor is a sen-

sor that can tell us the distance of the objects that it can sense. 

b. The devices have certain prefix or suffix that tells us a little more about 
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the device. For example, A 7-Segment display is a display type device that 

has 7 segments in it.  

c. Sometimes the device also has a certain number attached to it. This num-

ber indicates technical details that may not be easy to understand. It can 

also be a version number. You must know which type and version of the 

device to use. 

d.  Let us now look at all the items that we will use throughout this book. 
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Reference 

List of Experiments 

# Name of the Experiment Code to Upload Remarks 
1 Blinking LED EXP_01_Blinking_LED  

2 Button Controlled LED EXP_02_Button_Controlled_LED  

3 Using a Serial Input EXP_03_Using_a_Serial_Input  

4 Flowing LEDs EXP_04_Flowing_LEDs  

5 Fading/Breathing LED EXP_05_Breathing_LED  

6 Tilt Switch EXP_06_Tilt_Switch  

7 Using a Servo Motor EXP_07_Using_a_Servo_Motor Libraries 

8 Using a Stepper Motor EXP_08_Using_a_Stepper_Motor  

9 Seven Segment Display EXP_09_Seven_Segment_Display  

10 Simple Counter EXP_10_Simple_Counter Libraries 

11 Using LCD (1602) EXP_11_Using_LCD_1602 Libraries 

12 IR Receiver and Controller EXP_12_IR_Receiver_and_Controller Libraries 

13 Ultrasonic Distance Sensor EXP_13_Ultrasonic_Distance_Sensor  

14 Using a Photoresistor EXP_14_Using_a_Photo_Resistor  

15 Using a Temperature Sensor EXP_15_Using_a_Teperature_Sensor  

16 Active Buzzer EXP_16_Active_Buzzer  

17 Flame Sensor with Buzzer EXP_17_Flame_Sensor_with_Buzzer  

18 Fun Game with LCD EXP_18_Fun_Game_With_LCD  

List of Projects 

# Name of the Experiment Code to Upload Remarks 
1 Smart Fan PROJECT_01_Smart_Fan  

2 Obstacle Avoidance Car PROJECT_02_Obstacle_Avoidance_Car  

3 Bluetooth Controlled Car PROJECT_03_Bluetooth_Con-
trolled_Car 

Mobile App 

4 Home Automation  PROJECT_04_Home_Automation_Us-

ing_Smart_Phone 

Mobile App 
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Chapter 2 – Working with LEDs 

This chapter deals with LEDs and multiple ways of working with them 

using Arduino. 
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Experiment 1 – Blinking LED 

I. Goal 

This is one of the most fundamental experiments using an Arduino. The 

goal of the experiment is to connect an LED to an Arduino board. The LED 

should stay on for 1 second, stay switched off for 1 second and switch on again 

for 1 second in a loop.  

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LED M2M Wires 220 Ω Resistors 

III. Procedure 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 1 – Blinking LED 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded you should observe that the LED starts 

blinking. The LED starts blinking at an interval that is identified in the pro-

gram that is uploaded to the Arduino. 
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Experiment 2 – Button Controlled LED 

I. Goal 

The goal of the experiment is to connect an LED and a button to an Ar-

duino board. The LED must be switched on or switched off, using the button. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LED Push Button M2M Wires 

220 Ω Resistors 10K Ω Resistors  

III. Procedure 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 2 – Button Controlled LED 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded into the Arduino it should be ready for 

you to operate. Press the button, the LED must switch on. Press the button 

again and the LED must get switched off. 
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Experiment 3 – Using a Serial Input 

I. Goal 

The goal of the experiment is to connect an LED to an Arduino board. The 

LED must be operated i.e. switched on or switched off, using the serial port 

of a computer. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LED M2M Wires 220 Ω Resistors 

III. Procedure 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Serial Input Controlled LED 

Take a close look at the connections show above. 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded into the Arduino it should be ready for 

you to operate. The LED is switched on when it receives instructions from 

the serial port. If the serial input is not working, you must check if the serial 

port is properly enabled. Reconnect the Arduino to the PC and try again. 
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Experiment 4 – Flowing LEDs 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to connect multiple LEDs and make them 

all switch on and off in a certain pattern. 

II. Material Required  

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LEDs – 7 M2M Wires 220 Ω Resistors – 7  

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 4 – Flowing LEDs 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded into the Arduino the LEDs will swing 

into action. The seven LEDs will be switched on and off in a series from left 

to right. This will continue as long as the Arduino is connected to a power 

supply or to the computer. 
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Experiment 5 – Fading/Breathing LED 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the use of PWM signal of 

an Arduino board. This PWM signal allows gradual increase or decrease of 

power supply to the LED. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LED M2M Jumper Wires 220 Ω Resistors 

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Fading/Breathing LED 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded into the Arduino the LED will switch on. 

It will gradually brighten to a high and slowly fade to a low.  
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Chapter 3 – Working with Motors 
A motor works on a very simple principle of converting electric energy 

into mechanical energy. All electrical appliances like fans and printers use 

the same principle. From cars to aeroplanes every moving object uses some 

kind of a motor.  

In this chapter, we will learn how to operate various types of motors using 

Arduino. 
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Experiment 6 – Tilt Switch 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the use of a simple mechan-

ical device in a digital environment. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 220 Ω Resistors 

LED Tilt Switch M2M Wires  

III.  Procedure  

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 6 – Tilt Switch 

IV. Desired Outcome 

When the bread board is held in horizontal position, the tilt switch is in 

vertical position, and therefore the LED is switched off. When the bread-

board is held in vertical position, the tilt switch is in horizontal position, and 

therefore the LED is switched on. This demonstrates the need for a mechan-

ical movement to complete a circuit. 
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Experiment 7 – Using a Servo Motor 

I. Goal 

In this experiment you will learn to connect and run a simple servo motor 

to an Arduino board. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Servo Motor SG90 

M2M Wires   

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 7 – Using a Servo Motor 

IV. Desired Outcome 

Once the program is loaded you will notice that the shaft of the servo mo-

tor starts rotating slowly. From its neutral position, the blade will turn 90o in 

one direction and returns to its neutral position and later turn another 90o 

in the opposite direction. Thus, it will complete a 180o degree movement and 

return to its original position.  
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Experiment 8 – Using a Stepper Motor 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the use of a stepper motor 

with an Arduino. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable 5V Stepper Motor 

ULN2003 Board  M2M Wires   

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

 

Figure 8 – Using a Stepper Motor 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded, the shaft on the stepper motor starts 

rotating in slow jerks. Since the shaft is small, its movement may not be vis-

ible clearly. To see the movement of the shaft, attach a small tape to it. 
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Chapter 4 – Working with Displays 

There must be a way to show the outcome or result of an action. In elec-

tronic items and in robots this is done using display modules. There are sev-

eral different types of display – starting from a simple one-digit display to a 

complex LCD screen that can display information on a wider screen.  

This chapter deals with the introduction to the various types displays. We 

will learn how to connect these displays to Arduino. 
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Experiment 9 – Seven Segment Display 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate how a single digit display 

works. We will understand the circuitry and the connections that make a dis-

play work. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

7-segment display M2M Wires 220Ω Resistors  

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 9 – Seven Segment Display 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded, the display unit will display numbers 

from 1 to 9 in a sequence followed by letters A to F.  
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Experiment 10 – Simple Counter 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the display of 4-digit num-

bers using a 4-digit 7-segment display unit. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

M2M Wires 4-digit display  

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagrams 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 10 – Simple Counter 

IV. Desired Outcome 

Once all the connections are in place and the program is uploaded, the 

display will start displaying a series of numbers from 1 to 9999 in a quick 

increasing order. All the four 7-segment display digits are visible one after 

the other. 
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Experiment 11 – Using LCD (1602) 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the display of a combination 

of numbers and text within a single display unit. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LCD1602 Display M2M Wires   

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 11 – Using LCD (1602) 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded, and if the connections are made cor-

rectly, the LCD panel will display a message. If the message is broken or not 

visible properly, you have to check the wires and ensure that they are not 

loose or incorrectly connected. Use reset button if needed. 
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Chapter 5 – Working with Sensors 

Sensors are those electronic units that can sense or detect. They are capa-

ble of detecting and/or measuring a change in their environment such as 

temperature, presence and intensity of sunlight, humidity and even flames. 

Certain sensors, like the IR sensors, can receive signals and interpret what 

they mean. There are also sensors, like the ultrasonic sensor that can send 

signals out in search of an object and detect how far that object is at.  

In this chapter we will work with various sensors and learn how to con-

nect them to Arduino and visually see what a sensor is able to detect. The role 

of sensors in robotics and artificial intelligence is huge. The topic of AI and 

robotics is of no relevance to us without the sensors.  
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Experiment 12 – IR Receiver and Controller 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate how to integrate an Infra-

Red Receiver (IR) with Arduino and capture the signals sent from a remote 

controller (RC). The captured signals will be displayed using LCD1602 dis-

play unit.  

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

IR Receiver IR Remote LCD1602 Display 

Jumper Wires   

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagrams 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 
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Figure 12 – IR Receiver and Controller 

IV. Desired Outcome 

Once the program is loaded, the IR receiver is ready to receive the signals. 

Take the remote controller provided in your kit and press any button on it. 

You will notice that a text message gets displayed in the display unit. This is 

a unique message that pertains to that button. Press any other button and 

you will notice that the display changes to a new message. You can continue 

to play with all the buttons and notice how the message changes each time.  

You are free to test any other remote controller that you may have. The 

IR receiver will be able to capture signals from all the remotes and display 

the corresponding message.  

No two buttons on the same remote will ever show the same message. 
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Experiment 13 – Ultrasonic Distance Sensor 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to integrate a distance sensor with an Ar-

duino board and measure the distances of the objects which are in its path 

and range. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

Ultrasonic Sensor Jumper Wires LCD1602 Display 

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 13 – Ultrasonic Distance Sensor 
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IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded, the ultrasonic device is ready for busi-

ness. Place any object, say your hand, in front of the sensor. You will notice 

that the LCD1602 display will immediately display the distance of your hand 

from the sensor. You can now place various objects in front of the ultrasonic 

sensor to know how far they are from it. 
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Experiment 14 – Using a Photoresistor 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the integration of a photo 

resistor with Arduino and display the measurements. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

Photo Resistor LCD1602 Display 10K Ω Resistor 

Jumper Wires   

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagrams 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 
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Figure 14 – Using a Photoresistor 

IV. Desired Outcome 

Once the program is uploaded, the photoresistor is ready for operations. 

It can detect the presence of light in its path. Use a torch light (torch on your 

smartphone) and direct it on to the surface of the photoresistor. Note the 

value on the display. You will notice that the value on the display, which is a 

measure of intensity of light, increases with increased intensity of light and 

decreases with decreased intensity of light. 
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Experiment 15 – Using a Temperature Sensor 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to connect a temperature sensor to Arduino 

and display the surrounding temperature. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LM35 Sensor LCD1602 Display Jumper Wires 

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 15 – Using a Temperature Sensor 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded, the sensor detects the surrounding tem-

perature and displays it in the display unit. Try to see if you can alter the 

surrounding temperature by various means. The LM35 sensor should detect 

the new temperature reading and the display unit will show the new value. 
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Experiment 16 – Active Buzzer 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to integrate a buzzer with an Arduino unit. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Active Buzzer 

Jumper Wires   

III. Procedure  

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 16 – Active Buzzer 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded, you will notice the active buzzer pro-

ducing a continuous sharp shrill sound. 
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Experiment 17 – Flame Sensor with Buzzer 

I. Goal 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the use a buzzer and a flame 

sensor with Arduino. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LED Flame Sensor Module Active Buzzer 

220 Ω Resistor Jumper Wires  

III. Procedure  

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 17 – Flame Sensor with Buzzer 
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IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded, the flame sensor module will be ready 

to detect flames. Light a match stick and place it in the vicinity of the sensor 

module. When it detects a flame, the LED light will start blinking and the 

buzzer will start buzzing. This will continue as long as the match stick keeps 

burning. Once the flame is extinguished, the LED light stops blinking and the 

buzzer will stop buzzing. 

You can keep testing with various levels of flame. But be careful when 

working with the match sticks. Do not get to close to the flames. Do not take 

the burning match sticks too close to Arduino or sensor or the breadboard. 
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Experiment 18 – Fun Game with LCD 

I. Goal 

To create a simple fun game using LCD1602 display and a button. The 

flow of the game is controlled using a button.  

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LCD1602 Display Push Buttons Jumper Wires 

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 
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Figure 18 – Fun Game with LCD 

IV. Desired Outcome 

As soon as the program is loaded the game is ready for you to play.  

V. How to play the game? 

To play the game follow these instructions: 

1. Press the push button to start the game. 

2. You will notice a small human figure in the lower row of the display 

unit on the left side. This human figure can be made to jump up by 

pressing the push button. 

3. A series of the blocks will move from the right side of the screen to 

the left. Each of these blocks will take up one-character space on the 

bottom row. These blocks keep moving in one, two, three or even 

four blocks at a time. 

4. You will also notice that similar blocks will keep moving from left to 

right on the top row of the display. 

5. Your skill in playing this game is determined by your ability to dodge 

the blocks from hitting the human figure. Remember that you can 

control the position of the human figure by making it jump from the 

bottom row to the top row, thus avoid being hit by the blocks. 

6. Do not forget that if you jump in the path of the blocks in the top row, 

you will lose the game. 

7. The game is over as soon as you get hit by a block on the top or the 

bottom row. 

8. You will notice the final score as soon as the game is over.  

9. You can restart the game by pressing the push button. 

This game was developed by Joshua Brooks. The game in its orig-

inal format may be downloaded from: https://www.instructa-

bles.com/id/Arduino-LCD-Game/ 
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Chapter 6 – Projects 

The most important part of learning is our ability to use it in real world. 

In this chapter we will start using all the knowledge that we gained in the 

previous 18 experiments. Using this knowledge, we will start developing 

working models that mimic real world scenarios. 

In this chapter, we will execute 4 different projects to demonstrate our 

learning in the field of artificial intelligence and robotics using Arduino. 
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Project 1 – Smart Fan 

I. Project Goal 

The goal of this project is to create a smart fan that runs only when there 

is someone in its vicinity. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

Ultrasonic Sensor DC Motors L293D Motor Driver 

Propeller Blade Jumper Wires  

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

 

Figure 19 – Smart Fan 

IV. Testing 

As soon as the program is loaded, the sensor is ready to sense its sur-

roundings. If you stand in front of the ultrasonic sensor, or stand in its path, 

and if you are within 75 centimetres from it, the fan will start rotating in-

stantly. If you move away from the sensor’s path, the fan stops rotating.  

You may test the same using any other object. Place or remove any object 

from the path of the sensor and the fan must respond as expected. 
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Project 2 – Obstacle Avoidance Car 

I. Project Goal 

The goal of this project is to create a smart fan that runs only when there 

is someone in its vicinity. 

There are many toy cars that are built for children to play and enjoy. These 

toy cars can also come equipped with a remote control for basic operations 

and movements.  

For our purposes, we need a self-driving car that can move on its own 

without the need for a remote control. Here are two problems that this au-

tonomous car can face: 

1. Whenever this car encounters an obstacle, it will hit the obstacle or 

get struck at that point.  

2. The autonomous car is unable to veer its way around the obstacle. 

II. Material Needed 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

Ultrasonic Sensor DC Motors - 2 L293D Motor Driver 

9V Battery Wheels – 2 Ball Castor Wheel 

Several Screws Glue Flat Board 

Jumper Wires   

III. Procedure & Circuit Diagram 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 
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Figure 20 – Obstacle Avoidance Car 

IV. Testing 

When all the connections are properly made, and the program is loaded, 

the car is ready for operations. Leave the car on the floor and watch it move 

around. Place some obstacles in the path or simply wave your feet or hands 

around the sensor. Whenever it senses these obstacles in the range of 75 cen-

timetres, it simply turns to the right by about 45 degrees and keeps moving. 

If you want to stop the car from running, simply disconnect the 9V power 

supply. 
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Project 3 – Bluetooth Controlled Car 

I. Project Goal 

The goal of this project is to create a car that can be operated using a smart 

phone. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

9V Battery Wheels – 2 L293D Motor Driver 

DC Motors - 2 Several Screws Bluetooth Module 

Glue Flat Board Ball Castor Wheel 

Jumper Wires   

III. Solution Implementation  

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 21 – Bluetooth Controlled Car 
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IV. Testing 

To test this Bluetooth controlled car, you will 
need an Android Phone App. We will use a 
standard Android smart phone in this project.  

We created an App for this project. It is available 
via our support system. To download this app, 
use the following link from your Android phone:  

http://www.texoham.com/supportfiles/apps/PRUA-App-Bluetooth-Car.apk 

Alternatively, you can also download the app using the above QR Code. 

Simply point your QR Code app to the above QR Code. Use the obtained link 

to download and install the app. 

As soon as the program is uploaded the car is ready to receive its instruc-

tions and act accordingly.  

1. Pair the Bluetooth module on the car with the Bluetooth in your 

smart phone. 

2. Leave the car on the floor.  

3. Using the buttons on the Android app, make the car go straight, turn 

right, turn left and go in reverse direction. Try to make the car go in 

a predetermined path and return back to its original position. 

4. You can keep playing with the car until you are satisfied with all the 

functionality. 

5. If you want to stop the car from running, simply disconnect the 9V 

power supply. 
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Project 4 – Home Automation Using a Smart Phone 

I. Project Goal 

The goal of this project to create a home automation unit that can be 

controlled using a smart phone. 

II. Material Required 

Arduino USB Cable Breadboard 

LEDs – 3 Relay Switch Board Bluetooth Module 

Jumper Wires   

III. Solution Implementation 

Complete all the connections using the following circuit diagram. Connect 

the Arduino to a computer and load the program. 

 

Figure 22 – Home Automation Using a Smart Phone 
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IV. Testing 

To test this Home Automation project, 

you will need an Android Phone App. We 

will use a standard Android smart phone in 

this project.  

We created an App for this project. It is 

available via our support system. To down-

load this app, use the following link from 

your Android phone:  

http://www.texoham.com/supportfiles/apps/PRUA-App-Home-Automation.apk 

Alternatively, you can also download the app using the above QR Code. 

Simply point your QR Code app to the above QR Code. Use the obtained link 

to download and install the app.  

As soon as the program is uploaded the Home Automation unit is ready 

to receive its instructions and act accordingly.  

1. Pair the Bluetooth module in the Home Automation unit with the 

Bluetooth module in your smart phone. 

2. Using the buttons on the Android app, switch on one of the lights. 

You will notice that the corresponding light in the home automation 

unit is switched on. Try other lights.  

3. Now switch off one of the lights and you will notice that the corre-

sponding light is switched off. Try other lights. 

4. You can keep playing with it until you are satisfied with all the func-

tionality. 
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Our Products 

Please visit texoham.com to know more about products. 

 

 Use this kit to master Fundamentals of 

Robotics. 

 Kit comes with several types of displays, 

sensors, motors and accessories. 

 Online support include manual, source 

code and libraries. 

 

 Use this kit to complete several exciting 

practical robotics projects. 

 Kit comes with several types of displays, 

sensors, modules, DC Motors, motor 

drivers, wheels and other accessories. 

 Online support include manual, source 

code and libraries. 

 

 Use this book to master the fundamen-

tals of robotics and extend your 

knowledge to complete some practical 

projects. 

 Using this book, you will develop a good 

understanding of sensors, modules, driv-

ers and prototyping approaches? 

 Online support include manual, source 

code and libraries. 

 


